Colchester Community Solar Farm
Prospectus for Community Ownership – April 2015

To members of the local community,
Green Energy Nayland (GEN) is an award winning Community Energy Co-operative with national
recognition as a pioneering response to climate change and rising energy prices. Formed in January
2011 GEN has two community owned solar arrays, one at Nayland Primary School, the other at
Ferriers Barn Day Care Centre in Bures.
GEN has recently been offered the opportunity own a portion of a large solar farm to be built on the
outskirts of Colchester at the old Birch Airfield. This opportunity could be another ‘UK first’ for GEN
by building and owning the UKs first ‘Shared Ownership’ solar farm.
The Governments Community Energy Strategy published in January 2014 highlights the importance
of increased community engagement and ownership in helping the UK reach its renewable energy
targets. The Shared Ownership framework was launched in November 2014 and has been designed
to foster greater cooperation between commercial renewable energy developers and the local
community where the projects are built.
“Shared ownership is not just about helping communities play a greater role in the UK energy system
and realising financial rewards. Increased engagement of communities can translate to greater
understanding, less opposition and a quicker, cheaper development process. It is one of the key ways
to realise a step-change for the community energy sector and increase support to drive the
renewables industry forward to 2020 and beyond” Source: www.gov.uk/government/groups/shared-ownershiptaskforce

GEN is now seeking local people that would like to be part of this exciting Colchester Community
Solar Farm project by investing £250 or more. Investors will receive annual interest payments on
their investment whilst GEN will utilise any surplus to support other community energy projects. The
scheme will reduce the carbon footprint of the local community whilst contributing to a more
resilient local energy supply. Obviously this is a community investment rather than a stake in a FTSE
100 company! – But it is not completely altruistic in that it is a way of gaining a fair return on your
capital whilst contributing to your community at the same time.
Please read this prospectus for full details of how the scheme works including the terms and
conditions. I hope that once you find out more you will be keen to join us in this exciting venture.

Simon Gilhooly
Founding Member and Director, Green Energy Nayland
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Background
In 2010 a small group of Nayland residents set about forming a Community based renewable energy
co-operative.
The idea for Green Energy Nayland evolved from discussion about how to increase local renewable
energy supply – in particular the idea of installing renewable energy systems on public buildings.
The result was the formation of Green Energy Nayland (GEN), an award winning Community Energy
Co-operative, which between May 2011 and July 2012, successfully installed two solar PV arrays on
local community buildings.
Push Energy is a Colchester based renewable energy developer that has been in operation since May
2012 and over the past 12 months has successfully built over 92MW of field scale solar PV across 6+
sites in East Anglia.
Over the past 9 months GEN Director Will Hitchcock has been working with Push Energy, developing
and building solar farms in East Anglia. This relationship has led to an opportunity for GEN to build
and own a community solar farm in tandem with a Push Energy scheme close to Colchester in the
Parish of Birch.
Push Energy is developing a 5MW solar farm at the Birch site and has offered GEN the chance to
own an additional 1.7MW on adjoining land. Once the finance has been arranged, the full scheme
would be built as one project, but GEN portion would be both electrically and physically separate.
GEN would own the ground lease, the solar PV equipment and the Feed-In-Tariff contract, which
would provide the income stream to maintain the scheme, pay back the loan, pay the investors a
dividend and provide a surplus for GEN to allocate to other projects.
This prospectus outlines GEN’s plan to build the Colchester Community Solar Farm at Birch. GEN is
now looking for investors with between £250 and £100,000 to invest in a long term, low risk,
moderate return investment of this nature. The terms and conditions of the investment are set out
in this document.
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Birch Solar Farm

The commercial portion of the site:





5.0 MW
19,666 solar panels
2,750 tonnes of CO2 saved per year
1,125 homes powered per year

The proposed Colchester Community Solar Farm, shaded green above:
 1.7 MW
 6,686 solar panels
 935 tonnes of CO2 per year
 382 homes powered per year
 Cost - £1.53m approx. (the final size of the community scheme can be adjusted based on the
size of investment we are able to attract)

Financing
We aim to raise all the money through this share offering and investors can invest between £250
and £100,000. Should we fail to attract enough investment we will top up with a loan, but this will
not exceed 60% of the total capital cost. If necessary we are able to reduce the number of panels
and bring the cost down.
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Investing in Green Energy Nayland should be seen as a social investment rather than a purely
financial one. Your money will be used to improve the sustainability of the local area and reduce our
exposure to volatile energy prices. It should be seen as a long term investment because the shares
cannot be sold to someone else and GEN’s income will limit the number of withdrawals that can be
made each year (see explanation of 'Withdrawal of Shares' on page 11).

Income
The Feed In Tariff (FiT) introduced in the 2008 Energy Act provides a guaranteed price per kilowatt
hour (kWh) for renewable energy generation. The FiT takes the form of a 20 year agreement with an
electricity Supplier at an initial price, which then rises in line with RPI over the life of the agreement.
The initial rate for new projects is reviewed periodically but once a FiT agreement is signed the rate
will rise with RPI and is not affected by such reviews.
The Feed In Tariff is typically made up of two parts, the Generation Tariff and the Export Tariff,
however, for large scale schemes such as this one, GEN will enter a Power Purchase Agreement
(PPA) with a purchaser of electricity such as a utility company. This will allow the income stream of
the asset to be optimised, whilst a fixed revenue stream remains from the inflation linked
Generation Tariff.
The Generation Tariff rate is based on the capacity of the installed solar photo-voltaic system and is
applied to the electricity produced per annum. Bigger schemes attract a lower rate.
The PPA will be negotiated and the obtainable rate will depend on the contract length. The example
below shows a price has recently been obtained on a two year PPA which is favourable to the
current Export Tariff rate of 4.85p / kWh. We will periodically negotiate a new PPA to ensure we get
market value for the power generated. Although the FiT payments cover 20 years we will have
income from the PPA for the life of the installation (initially 25 year ground lease).
Peak Capacity tariff
level

Generation Tariff

250kWp +

6.16p / kWh

PPA

5.30p / kWh

The efficiency of the solar panels will decrease very slightly over the years at a rate of about 0.4%
and this is factored into our projections.
Total Income in Year 1

Industry standards require us to base our projections upon a figure of 850kWh per kWp but based
on the experience across other local sites over the past 5 years, the location of Birch and the
direction and angle of the site we expect to comfortably exceed this.
The table below shows potential incomes based on average, lower than average and higher than
average estimates for annual yield of a 1.7MW system.
Panel Yield
(kWh / kWp)

Annual Generation
Income Estimate
(kWh)
850
1,445,000
£165,000
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Panel Yield
(kWh / kWp)

Annual Generation
Income Estimate
(kWh)
900
1,510,000
£173,000
950
1,595,000
£183,000
1000
1,680,000
£193,000

Running Costs

We anticipate entering a maintenance contract with the constructor of the scheme, Push Build. See
below for a breakdown of the annual running costs of the scheme:
Forecast costs per annum (year one) Insurance

£5,100

Business rates

£5,600

Admin costs

£2,500

Rent

£6,000

Operations and maintenance fee

£17,000

Inverter reserve

£5,100

Total costs per annum (year one)

£41,300

Costs and revenue to be subject to inflation (“brown power” sold
under PPA may be subject to greater than inflation). Inflation for both
revenue and costs assumed at 2.5% in model used.

Withdrawal Fund

Each year we will allocate money to our "withdrawal fund" which builds up over the lifetime of the
project to repay the initial investment. Please see the section on Withdrawals for details of how this
works in an IPS.

Return on Investment
After expenses and the withdrawal fund, our profits will be divided between "member interest" and
our Community Benefit fund.
We aim to return around 85% of profits to our members. An IPS is only allowed to pay member
interest at the "rate required to secure investment". In the early years this would be a maximum of
7% and more typically between 3% and 6%. However, should inflation rise this maximum will track
upwards.
The remaining profits will be allocated to Community Benefit projects related to renewable energy.
This recycling of profits back into the community is a fundamental part of investing in a social
enterprise.
Investors in the Colchester Community Solar Farm project will be issued with a new class of GEN
shares and the level of interest we are able to pay investors will be determined by the success of
this project alone. Interest payments might be lower on this project especially in the early years.
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Likewise, interest payments to existing members will be driven by the performance of our
installations in Nayland and Bures.
The accounts for our first four years are available on request.

What is an IPS?
Green Energy Nayland (GEN) is formed as an Industrial & Provident Society for the benefit of the
community. As such it is regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority under The Co-operative and
Community Benefit Societies Act 2014, with goals to benefit the wider community as well as private
individuals. It is owned and democratically managed by its Members who are protected by limited
liability status. It is governed by the Rules of the society, which are approved by, and registered with
the FCA.
Key aspects of GEN are;












it is run by the Directors to generate renewable energy in and for the community of Nayland
and surrounding parishes, through promoting, funding, installing and operating renewable
energy systems;
the Directors aim to provide a financial return on investments through annual interest
payments generated by the Government Feed In Tariffs;
it has a shares with a nominal value of £1 – there is no scope for capital appreciation in the
value of the shares;
shares are not transferable, in other words they cannot be sold or given to another person;
the Directors aim to allow withdrawals, although this cannot be guaranteed;
each member has a single vote regardless of the size of their investment;
no member may hold more than the maximum permitted by law - currently £100,000
shares;
the Directors are elected by the Members each year at the Annual General Meeting;
only Members may serve as a Director;
our assets are protected by an "asset lock"; they cannot be sold;

Technical Background
The amount of electricity that can be generated by such a system is determined by three main
factors;
1. the peak capacity of the system (kWp),
2. the intensity of the sunlight, and
3. the angle of the panels in respect to the sun.
The array will be mounted on a south facing galvanised steel frame which is guaranteed for the life
of the scheme. Once commissioned, the PV plant will be monitored to ensure optimal performance
is maintained at all times. The site will also be covered by a comprehensive CCTV system to protect
the site from vandalism or theft.
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Access and Insurance
A ground lease contract will be drawn up with the owner of Birch Airfield to secure our use and
access of the land for the solar array for the life of the scheme, plus the Feed In Tariff for the full 20
year term.
A suitable insurance policy will also be taken out to protect the asset. This cost has been factored
into the financial model.
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Terms & Conditions
This document is issued by Green Energy Nayland, an Industrial & Provident Society for the benefit
of the community, incorporated under the Industrial & Provident Society Acts 1965 – 2002. Our
registered office is 21 Stoke Road, Nayland, Suffolk, CO6 4JD.
The Rules governing the society can be found on our website at
http://www.greenenergynayland.org.uk/rules.html

Shares Offered
In return for your investment you will receive shares in the Society and become a Member. The
shares being issued with this project are denoted as ‘B’ shares to allow the members of GEN to have
clear visibility as to the value of investment for this scheme.
The subscription price for each share issued by GEN is £1, this is the face value and does not
necessarily mean the share is worth £1. The share value may fall but cannot rise.
Existing members are encouraged to increase their investment in GEN through purchasing this new
class of share.
The minimum shareholding for which you can apply is £250 (250 Shares at £1 each) and the
maximum you can hold is set by law at £100,000. You may apply for any amount between £250 and
£100,000. You will need a minimum of £500 if you wish to be eligible for the EIS or Social Investment
Tax Relief (SITR), which may have some personal tax benefits.
The Directors are keen to attract Members who are committed to a long term relationship with the
society. Individuals, companies and unincorporated organisations are welcome to apply.
Shares cannot be transferred to another person except in the case of death or bankruptcy. The Rules
of the Society state that shares can be withdrawn, which means the Society could buy them back.
However withdrawals can only be allowed if the financial state of GEN, in the view of the Directors,
makes it prudent to do so and there can be no absolute guarantee of recovering your investment. In
addition withdrawals will not be allowed during the first three years, which is a legal requirement to
allow us to apply for EIS / Social Investment Tax Relief (see below). In the event of GEN ceasing to
trade Members will receive a maximum of £1 for each Share held after creditors have been paid.
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Oversubscription
If the share offer is oversubscribed you may not get the number of shares you have applied for, and
you may not receive any at all. The Directors reserve the right to give priority to applicants living
closest to the site, and to implement a cap on the maximum number of shares that any individual is
issued. In the event of you not receiving the full number of shares you applied for the value of the
shares not allocated will be refunded to you within two weeks of stage two of this share offer
closing.

EIS / Social Investment Tax Relief (SITR)
GEN achieved Enterprise Investment Scheme (EIS) tax relief approval for the Nayland School scheme
at the 20% rate applicable at that time. A year later GEN achieved approval for the Ferriers Barn
project at the increased rate of 30%.
HMRC is in the process of replacing EIS with a new incentive aimed specifically at social and
community enterprises to be called the Social Investment Tax Relief (SITR). At this time it is unclear
which tax relief scheme will be applicable but they both offer the similar incentives to our investors
and we will make the decision based on advice sought from Co-operatives UK at the appropriate
time.
Investors in this round of funding will be invited to register their interest and their name and address
must be included with our application. If approved by HMRC, GEN will subsequently issue the EIS /
SITR certificate that can be used to claim income tax relief equal to 30% of their investment. This tax
relief can be applied to the current tax or preceding year. It is the responsibility of the Member to
indicate that they wish to be included in the EIS / SITR submission and to use the EIS / SITR
certificate to claim their relief.
Prospective investors should seek professional advice on this matter and any other tax issue.
GEN qualifying for EIS / SITR cannot be guaranteed.
If our application is accepted, members will need to hold a minimum of 500 shares for at least three
years in order to qualify for the tax relief.

Communication
Members will be kept informed of the progress of the society via e-mail, our website and at the
Annual General Meeting (AGM). Notice of the AGM will be issued at least 6 weeks in advance by email and posted on the website.
Since all communication will be electronic an e-mail address must be given with each application for
Membership.

Voting
The Society is owned by its Members and the Directors will be elected at the Annual General
Meeting from within the membership. Each Member has one vote regardless of the size of their
shareholding.
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Progress of the Society will be reported at the AGM where elections of Directors will take place in
accordance with the Rules; there will be no proxy or postal voting.

Interest Payments
In addition to the social benefits of producing renewable energy and thereby helping the residents
of the Colchester area reduce their carbon footprint, investors will receive an interest payment that
is similar to the dividends paid on shares in limited companies.
The Directors of the Society will be responsible for recommending the interest rate to be paid from
time to time and this will be reviewed by the Members at the AGM. Based on our analysis and
experience to date our aspiration is to pay between 5% and 7% interest each year but the Directors
cannot guarantee the rate or indeed that interest payments can be made. Interest payments are
made without any tax withholding so Members may be liable to income tax on the interest received
and it is the responsibility of the Member to declare this income to HMRC.

Risk Factors
You may lose some/all of your invested money and have no right of recourse. In addition, the
Directors have identified the following risks that may impact the success of the society:







Changes in Government legislation may affect the scheme;
The Feed-In Tariff scheme may be reviewed at a future date;
The amount of electricity actually generated is subject to the hours and intensity of sunlight
and may be less than forecast in any given year;
There may be interruptions to the generation of electricity caused by financial or legal
matters;
There may be interruptions to generation of electricity caused by mechanical / electrical
failure of equipment;
Restrictions may be placed on the ability of GEN to distribute its annual surplus;

The Directors will seek to protect against these risks through prudent management practices.

Withdrawal of Shares
Shares in an IPS cannot be traded and cannot increase in value, but investors wishing to realise the
value of the Shares can usually do so through the Withdrawal process, by which the society buys
them back.
Note that any shares on which you wish to benefit from tax relief under the EIS or SITR scheme will
have to be held for at least three years.
GEN will allow withdrawals given 90 days’ notice where the financial position of GEN allows but this
will be limited on an annual basis. Withdrawals will be processed in the order that they are received
and up to a maximum cap that the Directors will set each year as prudent based on the results for
that year. A minimum of 250 shares must be held in order to retain membership of the society.
The Directors reserve the right to suspend withdrawals whenever the financial position of the
Society requires them to do so. There is no guarantee of having your investment repaid.
You should only invest money that you can afford to tie up for a long period.
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GEN is not a bank and your investment does not have the benefit of any deposit protection scheme.
If in any doubt please take advice from an independent financial advisor.

Application for Membership
You cannot withdraw your application for Shares once GEN has received the completed application
form. Any prospective investor should therefore be sure they have the financial means to fulfil their
application.
The Directors reserve the right to refuse an application without having to give any reason for the
decision. They may decide not to issue any shares or to issue fewer shares than you applied for.
GEN will bank your cheque and acknowledge receipt but will not issue shares until the Directors are
certain that the project will proceed. In the event of GEN failing to raise the necessary money or
otherwise failing to proceed with the installation of the solar panels within 6 months GEN will return
money to the Members. No interest will be paid in this eventuality.

Responsibilities of Applicants
By submission of your application you commit that;
1.
2.
3.
4.

your cheque will be honoured;
if an individual, you are aged over 16 years;
you have authority to sign the application;
you will supply GEN with proof of your identity and address if required in order to comply
with Money Laundering regulations;
5. you agree to be contacted for all purposes by e-mail and to notify GEN if your e-mail address
changes;
6. you will be bound by the Rules of the Society with respect to your Membership and Share
holding.

Dissolution
By law GEN is not allowed to sell its assets in the event that the business has to be wound up. This
means that you may not recover your investment in full.
At the end of the 25 year term the solar farm will be decommissioned in accordance with the land
owner’s lease.

General Matters
Member’s details will be held on a computer database and will only be used for Society business and
not disclosed to any third party. GEN will comply with Data Protection regulation and as such
Members can request a copy of information held about them.

Current Directors of GEN
Name

Occupation

Date of Birth

William Hitchcock

Programme Manager

31st May 1971

James Finch

Suffolk County Councillor

6th July 1947
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Jon Haworth

Facilities Manager

28th September 1972

Simon Gilhooly

Company Director

9th April 1969

Advisors to GEN
Legal: Co-operatives UK

How to Invest
Complete the application form attached and send together with a cheque made payable to ‘Green
Energy Nayland’ to;
21 Stoke Road,
Nayland,
Suffolk,
CO6 4JD

Deadline
GEN hope to complete the installation of the solar system before the end of July 2015. Therefore we
would require your application by the 8th May 2015, however, this date may be extended at the
Directors discretion.
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Glossary of Terms
GEN

Green Energy Nayland

Feed in Tariff (FiT)

Incentive introduced through the 2008 Energy Act to provide a guaranteed
price per kilowatt hour for renewable energy generation.

Export Tariff

The component of the FiT based on the amount exported to the National
Grid

Generation Tariff

The component of the FiT based on the actual electricity generated

RPI

Retail Price Index

PPA

Power Purchase Agreement

Supplier

A holder of an Electricity Supply Licence

Withdrawal

Process by which the society pays the member back some or all (but not
more than) the initial price per share and cancels the share

Lease Contract

The contract between GEN and the host building

Member

Holder of shares in GEN and therefore a Member

SITR

Social Investment Tax Relief. Allows qualifying investors in qualifying
companies to reclaim 30% of their investment from HMRC.

EIS

Enterprise Investment Scheme. Allowed qualifying investors in qualifying
companies to reclaim 30% of their investment from HMRC. This is now no
longer possible for renewable energy projects.

Shares

Shares in the society, each having equal rights to interest or other
distributions

kWp

Kilo Watt peak; the maximum generation capacity of the solar system

MW

Mega Watt (1000 Kilo Watts)

Inverter

Appliance used to convert the electricity from DC (as generated by solar
panels) to AC current

PPA

Power Purchase Agreement - a contract with a electricity supplier to buy
the electricity we generate over an agreed term. This contract will need to
be renewed periodically to obtain the best rate.
The PPA rate will always be greater or equal to the Export Tariff.
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Application Form for individuals
I wish to become a member of GREEN ENERGY NAYLAND in accordance with the rules and apply for
B shares to the value of:
£250 

£500 

£750 

£1,000 

Other - £______

Applicant Details
First Name
Family Name
Address

Telephone
E-Mail*
* to minimise costs e-mail will be the primary means of communication between the Directors and the
membership - we cannot accept applications without a valid e-mail address

Agreement
I am at least 16 years old.
I agree to be bound by the terms and Conditions included in the Prospectus and the Rules of Green
Energy Nayland.
I understand that the Board of Directors of Green Energy Nayland may reject my Application and
does not have to tell me why it has been rejected.

Data Protection & Money Laundering
The data provided by you on this form will be stored within a computerised database. This data will
only be used for GEN purposes and will not be disclosed to a third party. It is a term of the offer that
to ensure compliance with the Money Laundering Regulations 2003, GEN may at its absolute
discretion require verification of identity of any person seeking to invest.
Signature
Date
Please send this application along with your cheque to Green Energy Nayland, 21 Stoke Road,
Nayland, Suffolk. CO6 4JD.
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Application Form for Corporate applicants
We wish to become a member of GREEN ENERGY NAYLAND in accordance with the rules and apply
for B shares to the value of:
£250 

£500 

£750 

£1,000 

Other - £______

Applicant Details
Organisation name
Contact name
Organisation
Address

Telephone
E-Mail*
* to minimise costs e-mail will be the primary means of communication between the Directors and the
membership - we cannot accept applications without a valid e-mail address

Agreement
We agree to be bound by the terms and Conditions included in the Prospectus and the Rules of
Green Energy Nayland.
We understand that the Board of Directors of Green Energy Nayland may reject our Application and
does not have to tell us why it has been rejected.

Data Protection & Money Laundering
The data provided by you on this form will be stored within a computerised database. This data will
only be used for GEN purposes and will not be disclosed to a third party. It is a term of the offer that
to ensure compliance with the Money Laundering Regulations 2003, GEN may at its absolute
discretion require verification of identity of any person seeking to invest.
Signature

Date
Please send this application along with your cheque to Green Energy Nayland, 21 Stoke Road,
Nayland, Suffolk. CO6 4JD.
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